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On Erma Fatima�’s The Last Malay Woman 
(Perempuan Melayu Terakhir):  

Gendering Discourses on
Reclaiming Malayness in
the New Malaysian Cinema

ZAWAWI IBRAHIM

Vanida Imran as Mustika in Erma Fatima�’s The Last 
Malay Woman (Perempuan Melayu Terakhir).

Of the post 1990s Malaysian New Wave, two 
women directors, Shuhaimi Baba and Erma 
Fatima, have stood out as pioneers.  Operating 
largely within a male dominated domain, 
Baba and Fatima have been consistently 
creative in using the cinema as a medium to 
engage with local discourses on postcolonial 
identity and narratives and subtexts of Malay 
gender. This by no means implies that Baba 
and Fatima are the only  lmmakers who have 
explored the theme of gender in the New 
Malaysian cinema. Indeed some of the more 
imaginative and deconstructionist works on 
Malay gender have also been forthcoming 
from their male counterparts, such as those 
found in the works of the internationally 
award-winning Malaysian  lmmaker, U-Wei 
bin HajiSaari.1 

 In this article, I will focus mainly on what 
I consider to be Erma Fatima�’s most relevant 
contribution to date, The Last Malay Woman 
(Perempuan Melayu Terakhir, 1999), or PMT. 
2Such a focus should not be interpreted as 
an attempt to rate Erma�’s work above that 
of Shuhaimi or vice versa, but the latter has 

already been the subject matter of another 
reviewer.3

PMT is essentially a postcolonial journey 
of reclaiming Malayness in the context 
of globalization/modernity and Islamic 
revivalism mediated through a gendered 
subtext. While the �“bigger picture�” that 
frames PMT is one of representing and 
contesting �“Malayness�” and �“Islam�” in 
modern Malaysia, we shall see that the 
mediation by the female subject is an essential 
link in resolving the encounter between these 
discourses which are slowly but surely 
becoming increasingly contested.  

PMT as a Postcolonial Journey of 
Reclaiming Malayness:  
A Synopsis 

The  lm centers on Haikal�’s journey and 
search for Malayness (mencari Melayu). 
Haikal who has spent seven years in London, 
completes his overseas studies with a Master 
of Arts degree in performing arts, specializing 
in theater. After returning home, he teaches 
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Western theater at the local university and is 
an active playwright and director of English 
plays in the local arts scene of Kuala Lumpur, 
the capital city of Malaysia. Haikal is a  rm 
believer in the superiority of the Western 
theater tradition. But after a disappointing 
response to his latest play, commented upon 
by his friend as being �“too Westernized�” in its 
portrayal of gender, Haikal sets himself out 
�“in search of Malayness�” (mencari Melayu) in 
a quest to discover Malay theater, and indeed 
to become, as he himself states - a �“Malay 
Shakespeare.�” 

But for Haikal, the search is also a personal 
quest to reclaim his ethnic roots and loss of 
his Malay jiwa (soul). According to Zulaika, 
his trusted Malay female �“sidekick,�” in order 
for him to fully redeem himself, he must  rst 
exorcise the �“white man�’s jiwa (soul)�” that has 
already become a part of his being: he has �“to 
reclaim the Malay jiwa (soul) that has long 
been gone.�”  He is also constantly reminded 
by the wishes of Linda, his late English 
wife, who continuously pleads with him to 
not only �“show�” her �“the way to Islam�” but 
also to rediscover Malay theater. Her special 
plea is for Haikal to raise their only baby 
daughter, Sofea, as a Malay (�“When our child 
gets older, I want her to be Melayu [Malay] 
but not your type of Melayu [Malay]�”). To 
this end, Haikal has done his best by having 
Sofea be temporarily taken care of by his 
village-based mother where to some extent, 
she is continuously exposed to the on-going 
everyday culture of an albeit changing Malay 
society. 

Zulaika suggests that she and Haikal 
should drive to Terengganu, a predominantly 
Malay populated state and peasant based 
 shing and rice growing area which, 
according to the tourist brochures, is one of 
the remaining bastions of Malay tradition in 
the Malaysian world. In Terengganu, Zulaika 
and Haikal stay at the main beach resort 
and re-establish contact with Pak Ungku, 
an old friend of Zulaika�’s. Pak Ungku is a 
respectable and artistically inclined local 
 gure of aristocratic leaning who now keeps 
himself busy by organizing Malay cultural 

shows for the tourists-cum-guests staying at 
the resort. However, Zulaika, being a typical 
modern Malay girl who has been accustomed 
to the freer urban and cosmopolitan culture 
of Kuala Lumpur, soon feels sti ed by the 
�“conservatism�” of the place, and decides to 
call it quits and heads back to her familiar city 
base, leaving Haikal to  nd his own peace 
in Terengganu under the mentorship of Pak 
Ungku.

Pak Ungku himself is a liberal but religious 
Malay who believes in the syncretism 
between Islam and Malay cultural practices 
and the hybridity of Malay cultural art forms. 
He tries to educate Haikal not to look for 
outward cultural forms and manifestations 
of Malayness but to focus inwards instead, 
into the realm of the inner self- the jiwa (soul). 
Thus, in PMT, Pak Ungku�’s role becomes 
more signi cant as Haikal�’s unof cial mentor, 
the wiser Malay elder who shows Haikal the 
way to recognize and reclaim Malayness. 

At the resort, Haikal is soon drawn to the 
beauty, magnetic charm, and presence of 
Mustika, a Malay girl from Kuala Lumpur 
who has a degree in business studies but who 
chooses to live in Terengganu.  She works as 
a tourist guide at the resort and performs the 
famous Terengganu Malay traditional Ulit 
Mayang dance for the tourists. She is also a 
dance instructor who feels passionate about 
imparting her art form to local children in 
order to ensure cultural continuity among the 
younger generation of Malays. She laments 
that modern Malay parents prefer to send 
their female children to Western ballet dance 
schools at a young age. At the resort she 
works closely with Pak Ungku in ensuring 
that tourists are exposed to the different 
�“cultural sites�” and traditional performing 
arts (including the Malay traditional puppet 
or wayang kulit performance) that Terengganu 
has to offer. Outwardly Mustika is the 
epitome of a balanced modern Malay Muslim 
woman �– she is both liberal and sopan (a term 
that connotes the observation of culturally 
appropriate female or male social etiquette, 
decorum, behavior or way of dressing in Malay 
society). She interacts freely with everybody, 
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and except when performing or conducting 
her dance classes, she prefers to wear a Malay 
kebaya (a traditional Malay/Indonesian 
female costume which has also been adapted 
to modern fashion) whenever she is in public 
or on of cial duty. Mustika also opts for 
the selendang (the Malay traditional female 
headscarf which only loosely covers the hair) 
instead of the tudung (a veil, covering the 
entire hair but not the face, which is widely 
adopted by Malay females since the aftermath 
of Islamic revivalism or dakwah movement in 
Malaysia to symbolize Islamic identity).

While for Mustika, her commitment to 
impart knowledge to her younger generation 
of students is the main reason for her being 
there, her move to Terengganu is also related 
to the fact that she is engaged to Ku Leh, 
Pak Ungku�’s son (apparently just before 
the latter�’s departure for further studies 
in the United Kingdom). However, to the 
disappointment of his father and Mustika, 
upon returning home, Ku Leh sets himself 
up with a group of Islamic extremists in a 
village �“commune�” across the river. There he 
spends most of his time, performing prayers, 
synergizing his own version of Islam and 
practicing swords with his followers. He and 
his disciples would sometimes come out in 

the open to �“demonstrate�” their philosophy 
and brand of Islam �– one which is critical of 
the �“modernization project�” driven by the 
grand narratives of the capitalist/Islamic 
developmentalist state of Malaysia. 

Ku Leh has also put his father in a dilemma 
after he and his men burned down the wayang 
kulit outdoor theater as a show of protest 
against what they considered maksiat (un-
Islamic) cultural practices. Pak Ungku is 
disturbed by what he considers to be a sesat 
(deviant) interpretation of Islam by his own 
son. In the case of the burning incident, Pak 
Ungku was given the opportunity by the 
hotel authorities to personally resolve the 
matter with his son.  To this end, Pak Ungku 
repeatedly confronts and chides Ku Leh to 
mengubah (change) but to no avail. He even 
asks Mustika to explore a gentler approach 
but she too feels that Ku Leh has already 
elevated his ilmu (knowledge) to a level 
beyond her reach. 

Meanwhile, Haikal�’s fascination with 
Mustika grows more intense despite his 
knowledge that Mustika is Ku Leh�’s  ancée. 
He believes that he has found the right 
Melayu (Malay) and perempuan (woman) for 
the protagonist   of his Malay play. But above 
and beyond that, Haikal is also overcome 

Pak Ungku and his son, Ku Leh.
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by a certain rasa (feeling) towards Mustika, 
which he bukan kita minta (never asks for). 
Mustika on the other hand, tries to remain 
cool to Haikal�’s advances; she is polite but 
often chides Haikal or disapproves of him for 
his �“un-Islamic�” ways, such as not observing 
his daily prayers. While Ku Leh too is 
increasingly frustrating Mustika, she remains 
hopeful that he will eventually change. Yet 
at the same time, she realizes that she too is 
somewhat attracted to Haikal.

One day, Haikal, in a spontaneous moment, 
decides to �“kidnap�” the elusive Mustika in his 
jeep to take her away to his mother�’s village 
with the expressed intention of bringing back 
Sofea to the resort. But deep inside, Haikal is 
also hoping that the introduction of his child 
into Mustika�’s world will persuade Mustika 
to become more involved in his life.  Despite 
some initial protest, Mustika eventually 
relents and unwittingly falls into Haikal�’s 
�“trap.�” They spend the night at Haikal�’s 
mother�’s house. True enough, their time 
together has given Mustika the opportunity 
to get to know Haikal better. In the house, 
Haikal presents Mustika with Sofea�’s 
inheritance from her late mother �– a set of the 
three leading wayang kulit puppets from the 

epic of Ramayana �– Seri Rama, Sita Dewi and 
Rawana. Mustika is moved by his gesture but 
insists that Sofea should keep them in memory 
of her late mother. Mediated by the presence 
of baby Sofea, a certain intimacy begins to 
develop between Haikal and Mustika, which 
intensi es till the next day.

Haikal�’s jeep eventually breaks down in 
the rain on their way back to the resort and the 
three of them have to spend the night together 
(though in separate rooms) at a cheap Chinese 
hotel. As they both resume their journey the 
day after, Haikal talks about his Malay play to 
be �–The Last Malay Woman (Perempuan Melayu 
Terakhir) �– as a celebration of the ideals of 
Malay womanhood �– an understanding 
which he attributes to Mustika�’s in uence.

After arriving back at the resort that night, 
both Mustika�’s emotions and sexuality have 
been stirred. She can no longer suppress her 
own desires and desperately comes back to 
seek out Haikal in his chalet. They touch and 
engage in some moments of intimacy together 
before Mustika eventually leaves. 

 After Mustika�’s departure, Haikal comes 
out of his shower only to  nd Sofea missing. It 
seems that their arrival at the resort has come 
under the watchful eyes of Ku Leh�’s men, 

The Wayang Kulit  (Shadow Play).
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who under the instruction of their leader, 
kidnap and bring baby Sofea back to Ku Leh�’s 
place. In the meantime, Haikal alerts Mustika 
about the situation and together they give 
chase to confront Ku Leh at his �“commune.�” 
There, a struggle ensues with the enraged 
Ku Leh brandishing his sword to put an 
end to Haikal, whom he accuses of being a 
syaitan (devil) who has molested the kesucian 
(purity) of his woman. Though bleeding, the 
unarmed Haikal somehow manages to save 
himself after both of them fall into the water. 
With Ku Leh�’s men eventually coming to the 
rescue to overpower and calm Ku Leh down 
after Pak Ungku�’s timely arrival, a killing has 
been prevented from being committed in the 
name of Islam.  In the meantime, Sofea too is 
rescued by Mustika and brought safely back 
to her father 

With Ku Leh under the good care of 
his father, it is time for Haikal to leave 
Terengganu. Mustika chooses to stay on by 
Ku Leh�’s side. Haikal comes back to Kuala 
Lumpur with a new inspiration, followed 
soon by the successful launching of his debut 
Malay play �– Perempuan Melayu Terakhir. 
Responding to a phone call from Pak Ungku, 
Haikal returns to Terengganu with an older 
Sofea to attend the wedding of Mustika 
and Ku Leh. At the bersanding (wedding 
ceremony), Sofea presents the wayang kulit 
puppets as a wedding gift to Mustika. 
Haikal holds out his hands to Ku Leh and 
the latter accepts his gesture of peace. The 
next morning, the bed sheet of the newlywed 
shows a slight stain of blood indicating that 
the bride is still suci (pure) and �“untouched.�” 
Back at their chalet, Haikal gently reminds 
his daughter to emulate Mustika as the 
embodiment of the ideals of kesucian (purity) 
and kesetiaan (faithfulness). 

Problematizing Middle Class 
Malays and Identity: Malayness as 
reclaiming loss of Malay jiwa (soul)

The anthropologist Joel Kahn has theorized 
how the urban Malay middle classes recon-
struct Malayness by reconnecting themselves 

in various ways �“to the essence of Malay-
ness.�”4 Notwithstanding the many competing 
narratives of identity intersecting with each 
other in PMT, it is evident that after sifting 
through the text �“the essence of Malayness�” is 
articulated through the Malay concept of jiwa 
(soul). Hence, the search for identity �– Malay-
ness �– which also subsumes Islam and gender 
�– revolves around the loss of jiwa (soul) and 
the reclaiming of jiwa (soul). But since this 
quest for ethnic roots is located as part of the 
Malay middle class discourse, it is important 
at the outset to problematize the issue of Ma-
lay identity in the context of such a discourse.     

 While agreeing with Kahn, I observe 
different routes, fragments, and ideological 
strands of middle class Malays. Erma 
Fatima�’s quest for �“Malayness�” in PMT, 
for instance, is one that is borne out by the 
new generation of Westernized or Western-
educated middle class Malays. Ideologically, 
this particular group may not necessarily 
represent the larger group of young middle 
class Malays who have gone through the 
national education system, which was 
reconstituted by the postcolonial Malaysian 
New Economic policy or NEP (1970-1990).5 
Thus, the young generation of urban Malay 
middle class(es) is not a homogenous entity 
�– the majority are educated at local national 
universities and are closely connected to 
rural kinsmen (even parents) in their rural 
home base and understand in rather realistic 
terms, what goes on in contemporary village 
society.6 They are not into �“essentialising�” or 
�“romanticising�” the Malay, as Kahn tends to 
suggest; indeed, they and Haikal belong to 
two opposite poles. 

In addition, there are also those who have 
studied overseas (hence, a product of Western 
education) but even this young generation of 
middle class Malays is also divided.  Some 
have returned home strongly Islamic in 
orientation, for even in the heart of Western 
civilization, such as London, they may have 
been in uenced by a �“different�” form of 
Islam than the one at home through their 
interaction with scholars from other regions 
of the Muslim world. Some, like Haikal, are 
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obviously more Westernized.  Zulaika for 
example, observes that he has jiwa orang puteh 
(a white man�’s soul).  They absorb themselves 
completely into their Western education (and 
culture) and have not imbibed the same 
�“Islamic�” in uences as their other Malay 
counterparts (an example in PMT is of course 
Ku Leh who also studied in London). Indeed, 
in the  rst meeting between Haikal and Pak 
Ungku, Zulaika resorts to the extreme by 
introducing him as a Melayu murtad (Malay 
apostate), a term which, though rendered in 
jest, is a clear indication of Haikal�’s �“Islamic�” 
crises as observed by someone even as 
�“modern�” as Zulaika

 In PMT, it is also pertinent to compare the 
middle class positioning between Haikal and 
Zulaika. Haikal�’s genealogy is not simply 
middle class or Westernized; it is also one of 
hybridity. Haikal is not just �“Westernized�” 
and middle class, he has a European wife, 
Linda, and out of this mixed wedlock, they 
have a child - a Eurasian, Sofea. It is from this 
position of hybridity that the quest for ethnic 
roots becomes more critical for Haikal. This is 
further compounded by his search for a Malay 
theater. Both quests are historically traced to 
the wishes of the late Linda �– the Western 
outsider who wishes their child to be raised as 
a different kind of Melayu (Malay) to Haikal 
and who keeps prodding Haikal to buat cerita 
Melayu (make Malay stories).  Zulaika, on the 
other hand, is not on any identity-searching 
mission - she is perfectly at ease being who 
she is �– a Westernized and urban middle class 
female professional who is also Malay. She is 
even sensitive to �“local knowledge�” as she 
chides Haikal for his sleeping through the 
senja (dusk) thereby not only exposing himself 
in the pathway of the syaitan (devil) but also 
missing the Maghrib evening prayer. As part 
of her lifestyle, she smokes, wears a bikini and 
uses suntan lotion on her body. She initially 
suggests Terengganu for Haikal because for 
her group of middle class Malays, from their 
distant urban base, Terengganu represents 
what is �“essentially�” Malay. Indeed, her 
outburst to Haikal after her initial encounter 
with Terengganu betrays not only her own 

�“orientalism�” and ignorance, but also her lack 
of intellectual curiosity in wanting to venture 
beyond the super cialities and the stereotypes 
to learn about the Malay �“Other.�” Rather than 
critically re ecting on the conditions that 
generate her own �“othering�” of Terengganu 
Malays, Zulaika, conveniently retreats into a 
familiar modernist-cum-orientalist discourse, 
i.e., one which dichotomizes the Malay 
�“Other�” not only as �“traditional�” but also as 
backward, conservative and even different. 
In this respect, Haikal is initially no different 
ideologically as he vehemently defends the 
superiority of Western theatre in front of 
his students or when he echoes Zulaika�’s 
sentiments in labeling Terengganu villagers 
as �“weird�” when reporting to Zulaika over 
the phone after the latter�’s departure for 
Kuala Lumpur.

Contesting  Discourses on 
Malayness and Islam in PMT

 The main contestation that frames PMT 
is the competing discourses between Ku 
Leh on one hand and the �“narration of 
the nation,�” on the other.7 The narratives 
drawn from Haikal, Pak Ungku and even 
Mustika reinforce the latter even further. The 
�“narration of the nation�” which initially sets 
the ideological tone of PMT is drawn from 
none other than Dr. Mahathir himself, former 
Prime Minister of Malaysia and the architect 
of the Malaysian �“modernization project.�”8 In 
PMT these �“grand narratives�” are conveyed 
via a television news broadcast of his address 
to a national gathering of UMNO (the Malay 
ruling party in government) in which he 
emphasizes �“if Malays want to progress�…
Islam is not penghalang (an obstacle) to 
development.�” The main obstacle, according 
to him, occurs when Muslims focus only on 
the titik bengis (violent image) of Islam, and:

We forget our bigger responsibilities, which 
is more mulia (honourable), i.e., to create 
a bahagia (prosperous) Islamic ummah (a 
member of the larger Muslim community), a 
terpilih (chosen) ummah, a berjaya (successful) 
ummah in the world.�” 
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For Haikal, Pak Ungku and Mustika, 
there is no disjuncture between Malayness 
and Islam. Haikal sees �“modernization�” and 
�“secularism�” going hand in hand and regards 
that as kebaikan (a change for the betterment) 
of the bangsa (nation) and negara (country).  
He also perceives of an Islam that is liberal 
and supports different kinds of kebebasan 
(freedoms). In the same open-minded way, 
Pak Ungku sees Islam as always being 
historically accommodative to Malay culture 
and art forms- hence recognizing a constant 
 exibility between Malayness and Islam. As 
he explains this adaptive process to Haikal:

So we Melayukan (Malayanise) the culture of 
our choice- we lembutkan (soften)  the heart 
of Seri Rama, we teach Sita Dewi to be sopan 
(graceful), we create the feeling of loyalty in 
Hanuman �–it is so easy to bring Islam to the 
Malays �– so easy for Parameswara to wake 
up one morning to embrace Islam.

Nor is he too disturbed by the lack of tulin 
(authenticity) of outward cultural forms as 
his notion of Malayness is more rooted in 
the spiritual inner being of the individual, 
i.e., jiwa (soul).  For him, many of the so-

called Malay traditional performance art 
forms have originated from the outside and 
subsequently localized, such as wayang kulit 
from the Mahabarata Hindu epics of Ramayana, 
Menora from Siam, Dondang Sayang from the 
Portuguese, and the famous Boria from Persia. 

It is instructive to view Ku Leh�’s views 
as representing another set of �“grand 
narratives�” which is opposed to those of the 
�“modernists.�” Hence in contrast to the latter 
discourse, Ku Leh sees that:

Modernization in both conscious and 
unconscious ways has merenggangkan 
(dislocated) Malay from Islam �– has 
melemahkan (disempowered) the Islamic jiwa 
(soul) from the Malay tubuh (body) �– has 
built a thick wall between life and death, 
between the here and now and the akhirat 
(afterworld). 

Hence he sees modernization being both 
�“anti-Islam�” and �“anti-Malay,�” which has 
given rise �“ to a Malay philosophy that is 
kabur (ambiguous)�” and:

Watak Melayu yang berdelima (a Malay 
character with a dilemma), kekeliruan tentang 

The �“communal camp�” for Ku Leh�’s radical group in The Last Malay Woman (PMT).
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akar dan umbi (confused of roots), tergantung-
gantung di awangan (hanging in the clouds). 
Barat tak kemana; Timor tak kemana (West is 
heading nowhere; East is heading nowhere).

Hence for Ku Leh, under conditions of 
modernity, there is a disjuncture between 
Malay and Islam. The above dilemma is 
in contrast to the original Malay dilemma 
espoused by Dr. Mahathir whose discourse 
is predominantly centered on the causes 
of Malay economic backwardness and the 
necessity of bringing about changes in their 
cultural values to support the development 
process.9

In an exchange with Haikal, Ku Leh 
emphasizes that his concern is more for 
Islamic rather than Malay identity �– for �“Islam 
is bigger than Malay�” and while Islam speaks 
of kesatuan (unity), the latter is kehancuran 
(divisive). As he asserts:

What is so important about Malay? What 
kind of Malay? Those with Malay names? 
Or Malays who are Islam? Or those who 
use Malay names to make the Malays sesat 
(deviant).  Having a �“bin�” or a �“binti�” is no 
guarantee of being a Muslim. Being born into 
Islam does not mean that you are a Muslim. 

Ku Leh admits to returning home from the 
West with a mission �“to rekindle the  ame of 
truth�” in Terengganu. As much as he does not 
want to commit derhaka (i.e., to turn against 
his father), he feels a sense of kewajiban (duty-
bound) to God to oppose maksiat (evil). These 
include the cultural shows and festivities 
promoted by his father and Mustika at the 
resort which permit the free intermingling 
between the different sexes in a public place. 
He is also against Mustika teaching her dance 
classes at the resort and proclaims her cultural 
practice as sesat (deviant). In this regard, he 
has strongly advised Mustika to put a stop to 
her activities only to be resisted by the strong-
willed Mustika. In their moments of verbal 
confrontation, both are adamant that it is the 
other who is sesat (deviant) and should kembali 
ke pangkal jalan (return to the right path).

While Pak Ungku�’s notion of Malayness 
may initially differ from that of Haikal�’s, 
both these views are not really irreconcilable 
with the dominant discourse of the state 
that advocates the synthesis of Malay and 
Islamic values in relation to development. 
At this level, neither Pak Ungku nor Haikal 
(including Mustika) sees a disjuncture 
between Islam and Malayness which is in line 

Ku Leh rehearsing his �“sword play�” in PMT.
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with the dominant views of the Malaysian 
state. It is only when we pit the above against 
the narratives of Ku Leh that we see two 
competing discourses in contestation.

The presentation of these competing 
discourses in PMT brings a necessary 
relevance to Erma�’s  lm with respect to 
the question of the representation of Islam 
in Malaysia before and especially after the 
September 11, 2001 terrorist bombings in 
the United States. In the context of local 
contestation, how representative has PMT 
been? 

In so far as Malay society has been subjected 
to two claimants of Islam since the country�’s 
independence in 1957, one represented by the 
UMNO party in government and the other by 
the Pan-Malaysian Islamic Party (PAS), the 
Islamic opposition party which at the point 
of writing, still controls the two East coast 
states of Terengganu and Kelantan, PMT�’s 
representation is not totally inaccurate.  The 
contestations between these two discourses, 
their different historical traditions, in terms 
of leadership and even notions of nationalism 
and the Islamic state have been touched in 
detail by various scholars.10 While PAS�’s 
critique of UMNO�’s �“concept of progress 
only of bricks and cement, super cial and 
materialistic�”11 and its �“state-orchestrated 
Islamization�”12 (indeed at one point, PAS even 
accused UMNO of being in dels or ka rs) 
may not be so incompatible with Ku Leh�’s 
narratives, it is obvious that in PMT, Erma 
has made Ku Leh and his group represent 
something that extends beyond what PAS 
stands for. 

For example, the sword play scene by 
Ku Leh and company which constantly 
punctuates PMT evokes a sense of expectancy 
of ominous things to come (Islamic 
militancy?),  nally unleashing itself on the 
screen via Ku Leh�’s violent brandishing of 
the sword against Haikal. Malaysia has had 
its share of �“Islamic militancy�” as represented 
by movements such as the Al-Mau�’nah and 
Kumpulan Mujahidin Malaysia (KMM) but 
these are not necessarily linked to PAS.13 PMT 
also contains strong narratives of Islamic 

disapproval against Muslim females�’ public 
involvement in cultural and artistic activities, 
and a hint of the possibility of using force in 
order to put an end to such maksiat (evil). The 
burning of the wayang kulit outdoor theater in 
the village by Ku Leh�’s men is an example of 
the use of such force (militancy?) to protest 
against the maksiat (evil) of Malay performance 
arts. Again, PMT�’s representation of such an 
Islam is not totally out of sync with Malaysian 
realities. In Malaysia, the 1980s, for instance, 
saw consistent Islamic opposition against 
modern pop music and concerts by selective 
local artistes, especially women, as described 
by an observer: 

By the late 1980s the major Islamic opposition 
party as well as some Islamic of cials were 
calling for the banning of popular music as 
immoral and incompatible with any Islamic 
state that might develop. Hence, in 1986, 
the Association of Muslim Ulama (religious 
of cials) declared all forms of pop music to 
be haram (forbidden) and labeled all women 
who sang for a living as violating Islamic 
requirements for female modesty. Some 
villages dominated by Parti Islam, which 
seeks to establish an Islamic state, have 
prohibited the distribution of newspapers 
and magazines carrying stories about 
popular music. Stage shows by pop singers, 
especially Malay women like Sheila Majid, 
are occasionally disrupted or protested 
as �“morally degrading�”, sometimes at 
universities where militant Islamic groups 
are in uential.14 

It is evident that Erma Fatima, in PMT, has 
taken certain artistic license in empowering 
Ku Leh�’s narratives to speak for the different 
representations of Islam in Malaysia, and not 
necessarily just that of PAS. My concern is 
that in PMT, the representation is articulated 
as a speci c Terengganu discourse. PMT 
in this respect is guilty of homogenizing 
and �“othering�” the Terengganu villagers 
and its rural folks, as there seems to be no 
other representation of Terengganu people 
apart from the narratives of Ku Leh and his 
followers. The only other representation of 
Islam from Terengganu is from Pak Ungku 
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but he is drawn from the aristocratic class, not 
from the peasantry. Indeed the whole journey 
of reclaiming Malayness in Terengganu seems 
restricted to the dialogues amongst a selected 
few and �“behind closed doors�” in a tourist resort 
where the presence and narratives of ordinary 
Terengganu Malays are clearly missing. Is it 
because these �“others�” and their �“everyday-
de ned realities�” have nothing signi cant to 
contribute to the current discourse on Malay 
identity since this is now very much, following 
Kahn, a Malay middle class �“appropriation�” 
(read: preoccupation)?15 Or is this because the 
postcolonial concern to �“reconstruct ethnicity�” 
(including Malays, Dayaks, Kadazandusuns, 
multiculturalism) has now become the 
of cial �“agenda�” of the Ministry of Tourism, 
its industry and its of cials, since they are 
involved in �“selling Malaysia�”?  
 
The Gendering Subtext as Mediator 

After taking on the ambitious project of 
pitting the two �“grand narratives�” against 
each other, PMT  nally attempts to resolve 
these competing discourses through a 
gendering subtext �– i.e., through the role and 
narratives of Mustika.

In PMT, Erma puts an end to Ku Leh�’s 
Islamic �“subalternism�” by �“normalizing�” 
him and eventually �“healing�” him through 
a process of keinsafan (self-realization) of his 
�“mistake�” under the supervision of his caring 
father and the loyal Mustika. It is interesting 
to note that apart from the utterance of 
praising God by Pak Ungku as he tends to 
his �“fallen�” son, Erma avoids inserting any 
unnecessary narratives of redemption. Erma 
has not made Ku Leh to end up as the loser in 
PMT. The choice by Mustika not to betray him 
by rejecting Haikal is a crucial compensating 
decision in order to restore a sense of 
dignity to Ku Leh and the discourse that he 
represents. Indeed the �“re-socialization�” of 
Ku Leh to �“normality�” does not necessarily 
mean the end of the discourse that he has 
been associated with. PMT is cleverly silent 
on this since it is an on-going discourse 
which since September 11, 2001 has taken 

on new narratives of identity-making and 
re-engagement, in the context of a new world 
order and a globalization that continuously 
homogenizes Islam.

The gendering subtext provides, however, 
a more important mediation to Haikal�’s 
journey of reclaiming Malayness. Initially 
this subtext appears merely as a subjugated 
subtext to Haikal�’s as Mustika only seems to be 
responding to the tempo and stimulus dictated 
by Haikal�’s identity quest. But Mustika�’s inner 
strength becomes more revealing as both her 
presence and body language seem to generate 
their respective  ows of momentum. From the 
beginning, we have been led to understand 
that she already has an independent mind 
and a sense of jiwa when she decides to move 
to Terengganu against the wishes of her own 
parents. Her aspirations to contribute to 
�“cultural continuity�” of the younger generation 
of Malays are qualities that are often missing 
amongst many of her contemporaries. Her 
de ance against Ku Leh and her constant 
confrontation against him is further testimony 
of her own sense of resistance against male 
domination. Even as Haikal begins to make 
his advances towards her, she remains a 
�“professional�” and responds to him politely. 
She engages with him intellectually (i.e., the 
�“class struggle�” conversation on the local play 
Uda dan Dara), chides him and in her own way, 
educates and in uences him �– a fact that is 
readily acknowledged by Haikal himself. In 
this respect she is not just a passive female 
subject who dances to the tune of the male 
protagonist. Even from the moment she is 
�“kidnapped�” by Haikal �– her initial protestation 
is not followed by a complete subordination of 
herself to Haikal. She maintains her sense of 
dignity while she is with him. 

It is also to Erma�’s credit that she does 
not make Mustika a woman devoid of any 
emotions and sexuality. When sexually 
stirred, Mustika is equally capable of 
possessing a pro-active agency and even 
seeks out Haikal. But even in her most 
vulnerable moments as a woman, Mustika 
refuses to be �“trapped�” and �“captured�” by 
Haikal (playing the role of Rawana?) and his 
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well-laid out plans, and hence denies Haikal 
the pleasure of being a victor.  It is only after 
the above �“struggle�” that she retreats back to 
familiar ground to recon rm her jiwa (soul) of 
purity and faithfulness - the ideals of being a 
Malay woman - a subject matter, of which the 
following observation may be pertinent: 

Solidly anchored in her tradition and culture, 
she does not compromise her Malay, Eastern 
and Islamic identity which she proudly 
insists is different from that of the Western 
woman�… While on the one hand the gender-
informed ideology of old is transformed to 
accommodate changing times, on the other, 
time-honoured values are retained to suggest 
continuity and relevance in present day 
Malaysia of Malay cultural and traditional 
basis. It is this ability to balance the two that 
truly marks the ideal Malay woman.16 

For Haikal, Mustika symbolizes the Malay 
jiwa (soul) that he is seeking to reclaim for his 
middle class audience and himself. He may 
have failed to capture Mustika physically 
but through her, he has come to understand 
and acquire the consciousness of the Malay 
innerself - jiwa (soul). For Haikal, this 
newfound empathy emerges not out of any 
abstract imagining but rather through his 
own human rasa (praxis) with Mustika. In 
Mustika, Erma has not created an essentialist 
Malay woman but a concrete sensuous Malay 
woman who is involved in her own inner 
struggle as well as in her own contestation 
over �“power�” and �“meanings�” with Haikal. 
The experience is also one from which Haikal 
also learns to recognize the connection 
between the manifest and the spiritual forms 
of Malayness and ultimately, the realization 
and internalization of Malay jiwa (soul) 
�– something which Pak Ungku has only been 

able to theorize but not show by way of rasa 
(praxis) to Haikal.

Conclusion: A Caveat

It is possible that Erma Fatima could have 
ended PMT with Mustika choosing neither Ku 
Leh nor Haikal.17 There could have been some 
initial teething problems with such a decision 
but given time, Ku Leh would have probably 
been able to come to terms with it for as long 
as he knows that Mustika has also rejected 
Haikal. Meantime Haikal too could have 
still gone back to appease his middle class 
theater crowd with a more �“emancipated�” 
notion of Malay womanhood.18 In 1993, U-
Wei bin HajiSaari, a Malay male  lmmaker, 
released his controversial Woman, Wife and 
Whore (Perempuan, Isteri dan Jalang) in which 
he sexually empowers his female protagonist, 
Leha, to transgress traditional Malay female 
idealized norms of purity and faithfulness to 
a point where her character has to be killed 
off at the end of the  lm.19 The  lm, both a 
successful commercial and �“festival�”  lm, 
has drawn strong criticism and disapproval 
from many educated Malay women who 
feel that U-Wei�’s representation of female 
Malayness is way off the mark. Some feel 
that U-Wei, having spent too many years 
in New York, is injecting a �“Western�” (read: 
sexual) conception of Malay women on the 
local screen but veiled in an �“Eastern�” attire 
and body language. In light of the above, 
could it be that Erma Fatima, a home-grown 
Malay female director who mainly hones her 
skills under Indonesian rather than Western 
mentors, when  lming PMT six years later 
has been somewhat �“forced�” to represent 
Mustika�’s sexuality within the con nes of 
Malay traditional norms?
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